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As a Traffic Officer, responsible for Ensuring and cargo and baggage operation 
meets airline safety regulations Collect documents for cargo shipment Record 
passenger baggage info using excel, Chalking tires of vehicles, recorded time, and
returned at specific intervals.

DECEMBER 2012 – MARCH 2014
TRAFFIC OFFICER - ABC CORPORATION

 Assisted passengers with tagging luggage and baggage check-in, ticketing, 
makes and/or changes reservations, seat assignment, answers inquiries about 
flight schedules and fares, verifies reservations by phone, figures fares, and 
handles payments &amp;dealing with issues from delayed, canceled, or missed 
flights Responsible for processing and boarding passengers.

 Handled seat or schedule conflicts, making boarding announcements, checking 
and collecting tickets at the boarding gate, and assisting handicapped 
passengers as they board or depart the aircraft.

 Responsible Operations Department Managed flight delays and cancellation 
towards passengers, and airport Load controller for A-320 handle lost &amp; 
found damaged property matters Assist the arrival passenger in case baggage 
irregularity Follow up AHL/DPR pending case and give update information to 
passengers.

 Communicated regularly with pedestrians and ensures questions and concerns 
were professionally answered.

 Performed safety duty when was called upon.
 Kept detailed records of daily activities using a handheld computer as well as in 

writing.
 Answered questions from the general public as related to laws and enforcement

policies.

2007 – 2012
TRAFFIC OFFICER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Collect past due payments for airtime Answer incoming phone calls.
 Wrote violation tickets for illegally parked vehicles.
 Prepared required forms and records.
 Reported missing traffic signals and signs to superior at end of shift.
 Enforce the law and help ensure public safety Direct traffic, monitor the speed 

of motorists, monitor the safe driving of motorists, and analyze.
 Write reports which are often used to determine the cause of the accident.
 Directed traffic at various intersections and at state official functions Issued 

tickets to traffic violators.
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EDUCATION

G.E.D

SKILLS

Accident And Criminal Investigation, COmmunication, Traffic Officer.
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